Insetta Boatworks is displaying one of the Official Chase Boats of the 35th Americas Cup. The open deck design coupled with its revolutionary catamaran hull makes it not only ideal to take VIPs out on the race course, but also the ultimate yacht tender. Its ability to quickly convert between a world class fishing vessel to a spacious dive/snorkel boat and then again to a dinner launch make the Insetta 45 an ideal tender or day boat.

The ability to choose between multiple engine packages, including both diesel inboards and gasoline outboards, as well as limitless customer driven customizations allow the owner of an Insetta to truly make it their own. Stop by the boat during dinner to see one of Insetta’s model offerings and talk about how Insetta can meet your specific needs and make your dreams a reality.

**BASE SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **LOA:** 45’
- **Beam:** 11’ 8”
- **Draft:** 29”
- **Fuel Capacity:** 660 Gallons
- **100% Vacuum Infused composites**